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**Will a hiding box provide stress reduction for shelter cats?**

**Cats have many lives**
**The influence of body region, handler familiarity and order of region handled on the domestic cat’s response to being stroked**

**Cats have many lives**
**A standardized ethogram for the felidae: A tool for behavioral researchers**

**Cats have many lives**
**Quantification of activity in domestic cats (*Felis catus*) by accelerometry**

**Cats have many lives**
**The relationship between individual behavioural styles, dominance rank and cortisol levels of cats living in urban social groups**

*Preventive Veterinary Medicine:* Volume 121, Issues 3 – 4, 1 October 2015, Pages 288 - 296
**Effect of interactions with humans on behaviour, mucosal immunity and upper respiratory disease of shelter cats rated as contented on arrival**

**Sociality in Cats: A comparative review**
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Journal of Veterinary Behavior: Clinical Applications and Research: Volume 8, Issue 6, November – December 2013 Pages 450 - 457
Evaluation of the addition of in-cage hiding structures and toys and timing of administration of behavioral assessments with newly relinquished shelter cats

Behavioral differences between owner surrender and stray domestic cats after entering an animal shelter

The influence of visual stimulation on the behaviour of cats housed in a rescue shelter

Applied Animal Behaviour Science: Volume 150, January 2014, Pages 155 - 164
Associations of behaviour with secretory immunoglobulin A and cortisol in domestic cats during their first week in an animal shelter

Physiology & Behavior: Volume 122, 2 October 2013, Pages 72 - 75
Are cats (Felis catus) from multi-cat households more stressed? Evidence from assessment of fecal glucocorticoid metabolite analysis

Applied Animal Behaviour Science: Volume 169, August 2015, Pages 51 - 61
The effects of social interaction and environmental enrichment on the space use, behaviour and stress of owned housecats facing a novel environment

Post-conflict stress-response in confined group-living cats (Felis silvestris catus)

Preventive Veterinary Medicine: Volume 117, 1 November 2014, Pages 265- 275
Effect of gentle stroking and vocalization on behaviour, mucosal immunity and upper respiratory disease in anxious shelter cats

Assessment of behavior and physical condition of shelter cats as animal-based indicators of welfare
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Journal of Veterinary Behavior: Clinical Applications and Research: Volume 8, Issue 6, November – December 2013, Pages 450 – 457
Evaluation of the addition of in-cage hiding structures and toys and timing of administration of behavioral assessments with newly relinquished shelter cats

Comparison of interpretation of cat’s behavioral needs between veterinarians, veterinary nurses, and cat owners

An owner survey of toys, activities, and behavior problems in indoor cats

Environmental factors that affect the behavior and welfare of domestic cats (Felis silvestris catus) housed in cages

Effects of stressors on the behavior and physiology of domestic cats

The Veterinary Journal: Volume 201, Issue 2, August 2014, Pages 184 – 188
Transmission of feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) among cohabiting cats in two cat rescue shelters

The behaviour of domestic cats in a shelter: Residence time, density and sex ratio

Oral supplementation with L-lysine did not prevent upper respiratory infection in a shelter population of cats

Risk factors for time to diagnosis of feline upper respiratory tract disease in UK animal adoption shelters